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AESTRACT

The ntuitive concept that a sector shaped centrfuge cell is free Free 

convection is criticised. Not only is a form of convection present for a 

single sedmenting species, but a more insidious type occurs in a mixture 

having an appreciable Johnston-Ogston effect. Bather than striving for can

▼octloo-free sdmentation, the proposal is to utilise if possible an appar

ently harmless type of convection occuring in a very thin annulus in order 

to avoid the convection extending between boundaries in a nixture. The re

quirement that the concentrations be independent of tine meets this condition

and yields a hyperbolic cell, which is approximated by a sector call placed 

in the rotor backwards. Smultaneously, area esasurf sets and calculations 

involving the Johns too- Ogs ton anomaly are smplified because of the tine

Hyperbolic centrifugation requires a concept of the sedmentation co

efficient based on the velocity per unit field of the net ease transport 

across any level, rather than the classical velocity per unit field of each
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and every particle. This concept of a all owe description of centrifugation 

by the law of conservation of mass on an apparatus level ("macroscopic")

vhich is thus drferent from the atomstc ("microscopic") theories relat-

ing an observed s rate to the molecular weight of a single particle.

In order to show in contrast the thecretical simplif icetion offered 

by the hyperbolic cell, the classical equations for the sector cell are 

derived (appendix).
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IMTRODUCTION

The orginal Johnston-Cgaton- formula KM derived for the case of two 

mgratng species in a unifora field in a rectangular cell. The basic prin- 

cl pl* that is applied la the law of conservation of mu, given that th*

velocity of th* varous species present are different in the various phases.
-

Th* result is that the concentrations cannot be constant throughout th* sys-

tem, but each component present on one side of a boundary must have a dir- 

ferant concentration on the other side. Hence the area of each peak seen

on a schlleren dagram of the boundary system does not quantitatively cor-

respond to the concentration of any specific component.

Other groups2,3 have considered the area anomaly to be due to backward

flow of solvent, not realizing that t (a) backward flow 1* Just on* of th*

many mechanisms which can alter th* sedimentation rate with respect to th* 

cell and th* concent rations in th* various phases; and (b) that the Johnston-

Ogston treatment is on a level entirely different from this, enccmpass ing 

any and all mechanisms altering s rates and concentrations sine* each net rate

and concentration is given a symbol and not expressed in terms of mechanisms. ©

A
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Harrington and Schachman4 have chosen a system which shows a truly tre- 

mendous area anomaly - mixtures of TXT jeeyetric fast con p onset) and ESV 

(nearly spherical alow component)- Their experments indicate that the build

up of area of the alow peek la qualtatively as predicted from the limited

Johnston-Ogston formula, but that there vas reasonable quant i tatIve agreement

only when the slow area, corrected for sector-sedimentation, was in addition

a pole tad back to the menscus. This decrease of area faster than •c-

counted for by the sector-pedimentation implied convection between the fast

and the slow boundaries. They pointed out that convection would be predicted 

from the original Johnston-Ogston formula since the dilution of the faat ecm- 

poo ent as the run progressed would give a smaller slowing of the slow com

ponent and hence less of a build-up. The snail er build-up right behind the 

fast boundary yields a negative density gradient with radius due to concen

tration of solute, which can apparently exceed the pooitive density gradient

due to compresson and hence can convect. The convection between the two

boundaries must have been quite fast and efficient, for the schlieren pat

tern showed only two peaks separated by a heeell ne region. In a flotation

system the Johnston-Ogston formula would predict a greater build-up with

tine, which would lead to a positive density gradient due to solute since 

the solute is lees dense than the solvent. This is stable and a clear base

line region between the peaks would not be expo ted if the rhap^e in the

Johnston-Ogston build-up with tine were appreciable.

The sector cell in a centrifugal field thus complicates an already can 

plicated build-up phenomenon by giving a tine dependence in addition to that

due to radial dilution on the areas measured, and for aeo leentation (but

not flotation) a convection between the fast the slow boundaries. The sector 

cell even for a single ccmponent must have a certain type of a louts convections.
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for considering • cifferentinl lamina, more rarticles leave than cnter te-

e j— the field increases with distance from the center of rotation. Thus 

"holes" must be filled in toy solvent. The intuitive id— that by having the 

valls of the cell redial so that nothng uould collide uith th— and thus

yield convection free sedimentation is thus not borne out. Since collision

with a wall do as not made quantitatve sedmentation 1mposzible in the angle

preparative ultracentrifuge, for —pie, it see— plausible to enrol—r 

redesign of the analytical call such that concentratons do not have a time

For those runs on unknown mixtures vhere a epara t ton of components

is complete enough for only one area measurement to be — de on each component

removal of the requirement of extrapolation to the non le rue will be imperative.

On the assumption that a micro eddy type of convection will prevail to

yield uniform concentrations, a macroscopic moving boundary theory can be

setup which closely parallels the moving boundary theory for electrophores s5.

So— of the more complicated formulae for mector-centrifugation can be de

rived for reference (see Appendix) and may aid in interpreting exsting or 

future data obtained with —ctor cells.

HYPERBCLIC CENTHIFUGATION

Dmrivatioo of hyperbolic shape.
6 The equntion of continuity in the plot—u region of a general cell can

be derived as follows (refer to Figure 1):
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Fig- 1 General cell

Consider the anular lamina at a of heicht dx

(mass/time),n - (mass/time),u. = 34 • (vol)

(=ass/time)n = (sw2x) (2yb)e

(mass/time)out cuxy ♦ (2bu2coxy) dx 
3x

Thus,

de (2by*x) « - ax
3t x a)

ar
dc(t) - _ git) 111-) d(xy) 
dty da

(2)

where c and a are assumed to be a function of t only, and a has been used 

as a net velocity to account for all transport. Nov impose the condition

that the concentration has no time dependence (at points outside of boundary 

regions). That la de—(t) = O; Equntion 2 then yields d(xy)/ax = 0.dt
Therefore,

xy - K, a constant. (3)
Thia Is a hyperbolic cell.
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Coneider the quantity peeping through level x2 (left to right):

#*2) 2(2) be(x2) 4*

and the quantity panning through X (left to right)I

#(=) 2,(*) be(*)ar

ir we ohooeo y(x) such that cisa constant, then the qunntity contained la 

constant and

#(x2) 2y(x2) be(x2) = #(x) 2y(x1) be(x)

•Uy) = yl>i)
#(21) y(x2

Therefore free Sq. 3, the hyperbolic cell haa x

22=22
t) »1

v(x2) - F(,) -—_a_ - —A - const.
32 X1

Hence the quantty

a - i-UJ - 4- •“x af (4)

will be a constant for any one run, and la to be interpreted as the average 

velocity of particles at an level in the direction norzal to the level per 

unit field rather than the velocity of any (and all) particles as it la la

the sector cell. The a ea defined hero, then la the velocity per unit field 

of the not mass transport across any level. Since the sedimentation rate

• ia a constant, the dervation ofE-2, assumng it independent of x, 

I

la legitimmte and than the ecnclusion of a hyperbolic ahape la valid.

The tangent to a rectangular hyperbole at the point (x,y) haa alopo 

y/x; banco a sector cell, with slope of aide y/x, la reverse, represent
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apyroximating the hyperbola with its tangent- For the dimensions used in 

the Spinco6 ultracentrifuge, the largest error in y is less than 1 per cent.

Concept of IQiVectlog la nzvertoUc gall.

Let us consider the microscopic viewpoint for a a asset. The nstan- 

taneous random velocty of the particles undergoing Browmian motion in many 

factors of ten grester than Um average drift velocity in the centrfugml 

field, so that with any wall, tremendous collsions are occur ing all the 

time. But now note that in the actual apparatus individual particles are 

not observed, and that to derive an apyaratus theory it la necessary only to 

integrate expressions set up on the bass of differential elements of volume 

(or time), for exnmple, vhich are small (or short) compared to apparatus

dimensions (or time). These differential elements of volume contain such

large numbers of particles that even a "point" in the coordinate system it

self la considered large enough to contain a atatiatical number of partcles.

That la, for example, when one says that the concentration at the point (x,y) 

la c, he means that c s 11=.o A where ah la the quantity of particles 

contained in a v and avin tobestrunk not to mathematical zero tut to the also

of the point in the applied coordinate system which in our case contains a

atatiatical number of particles. It is only in thia way that we describe 

our measurements with time or dstance in an apparatus.

Referrng to Figure 2, the concentration at each point along the wall

which was originally uniform in (a) is incressed a very small amount after 

a very short lapse of time. The result ing increase in density duo to con- /

centration is indicated by the cross-hatched area in (b). Simultaneously

the decalty in the center of the cell la decreased due to the attempted radial 

dilution, and la indicated by stippling- Under the ceotrlfu<al field, the 

hydros ta tic leveling force will be tree endows and will result in convection.
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But will the convection be or the fora in (c) or id)? It is the prenise of

this paper that to * first approximation, convection is of the form in (d).

The density gradient due to compression, the symmetry of the cell, and the 

gemnetry chosen to yield a uniform concentration if convection in (d) occurs,

would suggest that the solution would not sustain an extensive circulating

radial convection, but would break into micro-eddies. By the macroscopic

term level is o—dI, then, a very thin annulus containing not only a statis

tical number of particles in Brownian notion, but also a statistical number

of sal cro—eddies such that the concentration is independent of y. It is in

this sense that the eqution of continuity was set up above.

Preliminary erpericents with reversed cells indicate the narrower the

cell, the more nearly the data is explained by the assumption of micro-eddies

rather than radial convection. The 2° sector in reverse appears to be narrow

enough, whereas the 4° sector in reverse is too wide.

C- co

(~) (o)

(c)

5 3 °Qc44“
UL-- 
- (d)

. Fig. 2 Convection in hyperbolic cell (see text)

4
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Boundary Definition.

Define a boundary region in a cell as the region in which the concentration 

depends on distance from the center of rotation X. Define the boundary po

sition x as the position of the step in concentration if the material were

rearranged in the boundary region to give an infinitely sharp boundary be-
ny

tween the two concentrations at the extremes of the boundary region’ (see

Fig. 3).
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We want to express x in terms of scme property of the concentration 

gradient curve, vhch is what la usually rec rded in the schlieren optical

systems.

The quantity of notarial in a IanIna of height dx la !

c(x) 2y(x) bdx

The quantity Q12 between X1 and X2 is

a 2b (*2 c(x) y(x) dx

/21

For the hyperbolic cell xy = K, so

*a-* S,, "F “ (5)

Thia can be expressed in terms of the concentration gradient by symbol-

ically Integrating by parts: Note that thia la considered at a particular 

tine t, so that dt=O.

Let

u e c(x) dv=$ X
du = de = 9% dz + dt v=lnx

={az
Q122bK c(x) in x *2 Ln =(2)

• 2 bK c (=2) In *, - c(*) In *, - \ la x2) ax • 
x J

(6)

In terne of x

2= 2 ax •

- 2 EK c(=) in x, -t c(x2) in x, in x’ e(x2) - c(*)[ (7)
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Equating (6) and (7) yields:

(8)

This can be revritten in a smipler form if the folloving very good ap-

proximation is made

In x = In X1 + ln(l + 2/x1) f=ln X1 + z/x (9)

Substitution of (9) in (8) yields:

*() (10)

1
Thus x is approximately the position of the center of gravity (first 

moment) of the concentration gradient curve.

Dole Transformation-

By def inl ng the boundary position as above, a gven experimental pattern

can be replaced by a diagram composed of homogeneous phases asperated by in-

finitely sharp boundaries. See Figure 4. Such a transformation on the ex-

perlmental diffuse pattern will be called a "Dole Transformaton" in honor

of V. P. Dole who first used this concept in his famous moving boundary theory 

for electrophoresis^* The first value of such a transformation comes from

the the or am that the boundary position of all the super imposed gradients in

a boundary region coincide. This theorem will not be rigorously proven

here, but rather taken as a reasonable assumption on the basis of the fol-

lowing reasoningt Suppose that the boundary position of one species

did not coincide with that of the species which caused the first to
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have a distribution, then since it did coincide at the beginning of the 

run (vhen all the boundaries were at the menscus), it must be getting pro I
gressively further away. Since the boundary position is defined on the basis 

of quantity of material, the relative movement of two boundary positions neans

a oat quantity of material would be transferred, which would alter the • rates 

in such a way as to oppose the change.

#
I

I 
I 
T

fast peak a .1
. . a slow component 
_ -- fast component 
_____observed

i
meniscus

OC

। bottom 
1

T I
KKo

J----  
I
L- 
I I

+— 
I

P I

f
(

I

F

3

X*8 * *A
Fig- 4 Dole Transformation

The second value of the Dole Transformation is that in the absence of

convection from boundary to boundary, the mathematical treatment of a moving 

boundary system is greatly simplified because the shape of the boundary need

not be considered.
%

Referring to Figure 4, let c5 be the concentration of some species 5 

in the 9 phase, and cj its concentration in the J phase; and Xj and x2 be 

fixed with respect to the cell. Then the amount per unit time per unit thick

ness of hyperbolic cell entering the region between X and X2 from left to
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right across 21 is (-2 = e (ax A) c§ t and that leaving a orc ee *2: 

(:K/2 ej . The rate of increase of the quantity contained between 

and X- is (2 x •*’) (:z/) (of -c; where s‘‘ is the velocity per unit 

field of the boundary position. Hence by the law of conservation of mass.

S ) (2K/*) o • -(22 s‘ ) (-/*2) 3 = 

„3 •/ - e = e .

X s®‘)(z/2)e5 — Cj)

which can be put into the following useful ferns 2
o§ co} - „6 = (} - b*» (11)

« 8
= 53

cS (12)

- 6’
__ ____ = 1 -

(13). ’ -. B3

Equation 11 in general) 12 and 13 are valid if one does not divide by 

zero. Because of the fundaments] theorem mentioned above, the boundary po-

sition for the distribution of each species coincides in any one boundary 

region with that for any other species, and there is thus only one value 
of sf‘ for each boundary region. Hence Bq. 11 is general for 3 = 1, ...

n if there are n species classified according to a rates. Therefore at each 

boundary, in general, there are n equstions of the fore 11, n - 1 of which 

are independent, for if a - 1 concentrations are specified, the remaining 

one (say the solvent) is thus determined.

In analysing the Dole transormed experimental pattern, a rates are to 

be used instead of velocities. In the hyperbolic cell in centrifugation
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or rectangular cel in a uniform field, areas as rend from the plates are

to be used for boundary areas. In the sector cell, areas should be extrapolated

from measurements from frume to frone to the menscus for sedimentation or

to the bottom of the cell for flotation. It is for these areas that the 

equations take a form similar to those for hyperbolic centrifugation. (See

Eq. 46 in Appendix for t » O). If only one concentration can be read dur-

ing a run, than the extrapolation to the menscus can be done to a flrat ap-

proximation by the square law (thia magi arte the shange in the area anomaly

during the run). (Compare again Bq. 46 in Appendix.)

a Raw-
In the usual ultracentrifuge technique, the initial boundary is the

meniscus for serf 1m anting and the bottom of the cell for floating species.

This technique is simpler than for electrophoresis, since in Um latter.

it is necessary to place an overlying solution in order to be able to intro- 

done the electric field. The centrifuge pattern is always of the deer coding 

type, i.e. the boundaries always move into a solution containing protein.

in this notation, the d phase is tee (developed) supernatant, and a protein 

species can only disappear across a boundary from a higher numbered phase 

to a lower, e.g. can be present in I but absent in . Suppose than that scum 

species k appears across tes boundary. Then in Bq. 11, c* e 0 and s" ■ sF‘. 

Thus the s rate of a boundary measures the s rate of the appearing species 

(called a leading spectes by Svensson8 in electrophoress) in the phase con 

taining this species.

AreaAnaomalz-

from E- 13, it follows that if the s rate of a component is different 

on the two sides of a boundary, its concentration will also be different.

Thus in general, it is to be expected that each boundary is made up of super-
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fmposed gradients. The failure of an observed area to correspond to the 

concentration of • particular component is one of the classical anomalies

of ultracentrifugation and electrophoresis. It is seen from 13 to be

a natural consequence of the aacrooooplc law of conservation of mass analysis 
of a moving boundary system. In particular, Johnston and Ogston- have em- 

phasizod the importance of the superinpoe ed gradient of the slower species

on the boundary of the faster component in a two component mixture. Their 

formula results if ve let 3 = a, the alow comvonent, a A the a rate

of the fast ccmponent in the 1 phase la Sq. IX

04)

05)

Enoksson2 on the other hand, in his eecood effect of backvard flow boa 

apparently focussed attention on the solvent concentration change at a bound

ary. Both effects are described by E. 11, letting J take all values, in-
cluding the solvent, Bote that the flrat effect of Enoksson on backward 

flow is taken into account by referring qumntities to the cell, and that 

vhen 1 = solvent net a rates ana concentretion of solvent are involved-

Thus at thia level the analysis does not consider the partial flows making

up the net flow hich are so important to consider from the microscopic view-

point.

Equntion 14 shovs that in the hyperbolic cell we have not eliminated the 

Johnston-Ogston effect, but have renewed the time dependence it baa in the 

sector cell. Let us focus our attention on refractive index gradient measure-

ments. Then, the solvent concentration change is included when the refractive

a
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increment la specified, and we need mnaldar for the area anomaly only the

protein concentration changes. Hence for a two component system, we can

vrite from Fgure 4*

=c - (cg (16)
t t

= •• + cf

Hence it la inportant to deter=ine the relationship between c,F and c, •

This la given by the Johnston-Ogston forzula 15, vhch will be considered

in greater detail in the next section.

In order to naira deductions from *1. 15, the following ■amnytiaoa are 

made: (1) a versus e curve for both the fast and alow spocies ia 1 in ear

in range used, 1.e.,

- nJ a - ka a,)
(17)

(2) In a mixture, the sedmentation rate la influenced by other species in

the same way in which those species influence themselves.

"3 
< “r

= < «- k,
= sr (1 - k,

e,
c‘

c)
(ld)

■ •Ju- k, e8 ) 
• Ss

Note that if the k’s are constant, 1 - k, e,‘ - k, c,‘ can be written 1 * nearly 

in terms of the dilation a if the mame mixture la ran a t nevern dlutons

aa

a«

sg s? e‘ c! =1-a(, of e \ 2?)

I
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Substtut ion of Bq. K UU Bq. 15 ylelds:

«
* - s* c e," (20)

de would Ilka to smplfy ths expressiom so that predicticms of the

anjpi Itoda of the area ■nr—y and proper extrapolation plots to nfinte

dilutions cen be set up.

Assume tar • first apprcztmation that

x, (ef -*,*>< 8 (21)

Ua)

The reultng value at eS oaa be used to Shank the validity at the ansmption- 

IT It is not good encugh than that value can be used in Eq- 20 far a necond

approx Ima t ion.

c,‘ s2-A- — 1 —2

c§ _cf= •:• »? - •: ! e6 (23)

s6 aj
---£ V k_ c?e?-e ’ *

6

*, •*) €1 (24)

Assuming that Bq. 24 is valid, the expressions for the fast and alow oka oro ad
arens can be vritten from E. It and Kq. 23 la taros at the nfinte dilute 

a rates, concentrat ions in the cell, and the k’s at the a versus a dependence

plots.

f

a
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r
= c‘ ‘-*a

r

1 -
1

_s? «

l-a-sg

(25)

(26)

‘a i

s

Note that the rmtio2-*- 1 - kf F)

la non lnenr la (cgbe + ep0)

ftea umuml deducttons concerning the aren anomaly fallow directly from 

theme equmtions. I* la worthy at that to a first ayrr—rl— tic— the

error la mseribing a ed arem to the intial concentration at aua com-

ponent depends dtrectly aa the comcmntration at the other component, and on 

the a versus a di
I

preetleal point at vieu, Ibara is a definite need to rigoroumly 2nventgate 

the 11—it as a* —,sr „ nnd to eztend the analysis to a =ulticomponent nystem.

Symtem-

In the abaanaa at detmiled mmthematicml theory far the general came, the 

folloving method la suegested for obtaininc Wm componition of an unknown 

mixture in whhich tbe r—funU are chemicmlly Independent, 1.e-, are not 

la a one nort of dissocimtion-amsocimtion equlikrium.

1. Run the mixture at meveral dilutions.
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2. For each run determine the ratio of area of each peak to the

total area of that peak nnd all the slower peaks.

3. From the data for each run, plot these ratios for each peak

versus the area of all the slower peaks. Extrapolate these curves to infinite 

dilution. They should be linear if the k's are constant according to Eq. 26. •

4- Obtain the true composition by successive differences. That

is, in a three component system, the true ratio of the fastest component 

to the total concentration is obtained directly from the plot. The ratio 

of the sum of the two slower components to the total is obtained by difference.

Call this difference A. The composition of the middle component is obtained 

by multplying the extrapolated value of the ratio of the middle component 

to the sum of the middle plus the slowest times A. The slowest component's 

concentration is obtained by difference.

5. An idea of the magnitude of the k's can be obtained from the

slope of the area ratio plots and the infinite dilution s rates using Eq. 26.

The infinite dilution s rates can be obtained by extrapolating a plot of meas

ured s rate versus area of that peak and all slower peaks to infinite dilution.

This plot will be linear if the k's are constant as seen from Eq. 19.

6. In all unknown studies the aim should be to simplify the mixture

as much as is possible before running. In particular when there are lipo

proteins present with other proteins, an extreme case of the Johnston-Ogston 

effect can be present in which relative velocity of two species is reversed 

in sign on the two sides of a boundary. Thus, a versus total concentration 

for the lipoprotein species goes below zero due to the density effect ia 

addition to the viscosity effect. This results in pile-up, which has been
9 

adequately described by Gofman, Lindgren and Elliott .

«
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APPEND II

1 m Concentrat 10,11.

Referring to Fig. 3 we can draw arcs on the cell such that all the 

particles dN between A and B at time t are between A’ and B‘ at time t2- 

Assume that s is a constant.

a =

ln*=cs(*2-*)
X3=e-‘s(t2-t) 
32

(27)

Since thia is true for particles at any x, it will be true for those located

at 72 + dx2 moving to X3 + d3- Thue

*3 ^3 - ~2 s (t2 - t,)
%2 + dx2 2 -

*, - -,•2 * (t2 “ t) - &x2 * ’ "*2 -*2-ax.
Substitute Eq. 27

dx ,2 s(*2-*)=52 (28)

t
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c (x2. *-z2
2

• (”3» t2) = 0X3 b

c (Xj, t2) - X2 dxg = /x2 

c(x2,t13 x3 dx3 ( 23 J
(29)

Suppose that at t the conoentration everywhere was Co» i.e. neglect compress

ibility. Then (27) in (29) gives

c(x3,t2) = -2-2 • (*2 - *) (30)
So

Thia is independent of x3, hence the concentration is everywhere the same 

(i.e. a plateau exists), decreasing with time.

In moving boundary centrifugation there is no source continually feed

ing in material, so that vhen the material orginally at the meniscus goes 

past a point the concentration falls to zero. But until that time, we can 

consider the boundary region to move down the cell preceded by a plateau 

region, the area under the curve being proportional to the concentration

in the plateau region.

- if it were not for the bottom of the cell, the maximum concentration 

wculd drop for a standard Spincob cell 

acus
“bottom

0.67

or by about one-third in going from the meniscun to the bottom.

Knowing that diffusion occurs when there is a concentration gradient, 

the concentration distribution in sedimentation as a result of diffusion 

broadening the boundary region and "back diffusion" broadening the pile

up at the bottom cf the cell is indicated in Fig. 5.

*
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<
aeniscus
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bottom

*
Fig. 5

Concentration Distribution at successive times 
(1), (2), (3) in sector sedimentation

Boundary Poaltion.
Paralleling the treatment leading to Eq. (8) we can write for the sector 

cell z

2
ax ) (31)

dx

Thus, locating x involves determining the second moment of the concen

tration gradient curve. Using the approximation

x F X1 + s

z2— x,2 (1 + 22)

Equation 31 can be written

x

1
32

(32)
e) dx 3x/

So that to a first approximation on skew areas, the position of the center 

of gravity (first moment) should be used as the boundary posit ion, rather 

than the maximum ordinate.

»
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Equation.of.Continuityfor_plateau_rezionfor.-cstor-Centrifuzstion-
The equation for a side of the sector cell isy=x tan G (Fig. 3) so 

that Eq. (1) reduces to:

- - «2 (acx2) 
t xdx (33)

Because of the initial plateau of c. Eq. 30 and the discussion above 

indicate that the pattern can always be interpreted as boundaries separated 

by plateaus. Hence c is not a function of x in eny phase and therefore s 

is also not a function of x (for the time that no boundary passes through

the level x). Equation 33 then becomes in general

de - - d_(x2) -
dt - dx

- 2-2 • sc (34)x

integrate Eq. 34 for two special cases:

s is independent of c

o

C 48 = 202 s dt
-o

c c = e

which is the result obtained previously (Eq. 29).

b. s = s° (1 - kc)

de -
c (1 - kc) “

Ge(1-k)se22s°t
This can be rearranged to give:

cj 2.32 8° t-O = •
C

1 - k cc 1 - e-4 s° *)

1
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— 202 •° te-2 «° k co t
= 2-2 s° (1 - keo) t

where eK has been approximated by 1 + x and vice versa.

Rewrite this in terms of x:

ax - cj2 sdt = c2 s° (1 - kc) dt 
x

.2 go _ 2 go k co .-212 «° (1 - k co) t] a.
Integrate from X. to x, 0 to t: 

in X = 2 t - k co 
xo 2 (1 - k co)

1 - e-2u2 so (1 - k co)t

= •2 8° t - 24°°,, 2.2 s° (1 - k c )t 
o

=o2s° (1 - k co)t

Therefore:

(=)) = .2•2 8° (1 - k Co)t - c
(35)

Hence even when 8 is a function of c, the square law relationship is a very 

good approximation for areas.

General Equation for the Average Concentration in Region in Sector-Centri
fugation With or without Gonvectigp.

Referring to Fig. 4 the total mass of the slow component S before sedi

mentation begins between the meniscus in the cell, Xo, and Xr the position

of the fast boundary after time t^ is: c° (x2 - x62 T b 29 . Expressed

per unit half angle, 8, per unit thickness b of cell, this is ■ ° = Cg (x? - x2) 
s O

The amount of slow component passing through the level Kr in time dt is

68
b,

Expressed per unit half angle 8, per unit thickness

this is dms ■ 2u2x?cg s§ dt During the time t from the start of sedi-

mentation, the total amount of slow component passing through this level
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(expressed per unit half angle per unit thickness) is
= t

s =
s 0

= 2^2 «2 Le dt (36)

Since we would expect no radial convective transport in the t solution.

Eq. 34 can be expected to hold (even though a is a function of c). Thus

the integral of Eq. 36 can be expressed as

oy s8 ar = - 21a $ ac,‘ ar 
dt

= - 23. [e‘ - 6’ (o)]
and m can be written m_=-x; 

s • I es (t) - ce (o)- The amount remaining
* (t) - x2 c,° since— o 5behind the Xr level is thus △ ms = ms - ms F xf c

c° = c% (o) . The volume that this quantity of material is distributed
• — s 

2 2 coin is TT (x, - x, ) 42 b or expressed per unit half angle per unit thick- . I 5 27 
12 2ness: v 5 Xr - x, . The average concentration of the slow component

, pm, x,2c,‘(t)-x,2c,° g.in the K region then is* c (t) = Gg= ii ——-2---- -- ---- " • (37)F 5 V « -

From Fig. 4, the following can be written 
cgbe - =,f

obe -
Sr c5)

(38)
= c

where it is assumed that only a simple slow peak occurs as a result of the 

density inversion convection.
Define corrected areas as the area of a peak multiplied by^^J where

X is the position of that peak.

This derivation is similar to that in reference 4.
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6G)
•; -(2e"

(39)

From Bq. 38 these can be written 
-f
Cs

(c + •/ _-f.
(40)

Investigate the sum of the two corrected area* 

and the difference Dee » c} - c‘ 

using the sector Johnston-Ogston formula Bq. 37. This can be rearranged

to

or c

Hence,

(55) 6,()s=()e-*
-€(cs -

(41)

(42)

s, = Cr‘+ % r*
2 8°r + •• r°+ °*° (43)

2

c •

o
The sum of the corrected areas equals the sum of the true concentrations.

Simlarly,

Prs = cF - c" = 2c - (c?+ c®)
Thus the difference yields an expression containing the sum of the true con

centrations rather than their difference and is hence of no value, when com- 

blned with Bq. 43 for calculating cg and c?-

EffectofsversuscDevendence•

From E. 35, Bq. 37 can be written:

68()-(5)2-2** (44)
- 1
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t

= .•2 s,e

Ko

(45)

2 -€

To simplfy ths expression and to determine dep M t, expand expo-

nentials according to e" - I ==z

3 - •

This yields

(46)

and - < x§ =3--
Thus, in the sector sell, the ratio of concentrations of the alow species

at the fast boundary is modified over the Johnston-Ogs ton formula. hot only

is there an explicit dependence on t, but due to the dilution during the run

the s’s will change with t as mentioned before. When t • O 

e_e-e c,° or" - M
(47)

Thus Hnrrington and Schachman- recommend extrapolation to the meniscus for

data to verify the Johns ton- Ogs ton Formula. They obtained a straight 11m

relationship with negative slope when plotting c8/c9 against x,-

Using the sane s versus e assumption as before (Kq. 18) E. 46 can be

written

8=1- e() - k, [ef (*) - 4 (t)11 - .2,g t- 1-kscs"(t)-krcr(t)
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]

•1 (t) ■
~5 (t) = •-2-32 - *- 40*

Of (t) =
Thio equation io quite mop! ioatoO and shous the tr problem of

trying to use one area it (c5) in a sector centrifugation run to
determine cg without foreknovledg of the megnitude of the • versus • k’s.

Ir corrected areas are also extrepolated book to the meniscus to remove the

tiao depocwion re, th— Eq- 47 holds and a—■!—l— drevm from the Johnston-

Ogston formula should apply-

Information Division
7/10/52 bu
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